
 

The '97 Draft 

Some Do's and Don'ts 

As fantasy football becomes more and more popular, fantasy coaches 

become more and more educated. And more than ever before, a fantasy 

coach must poccess an awesome arsenal of knowledge and unique strategies. 

The following drafting strategies offer some ideas and perspectives that you 

may find to be a little different than those you normally read but we feel that 

some of these points could be key to your winning your fantasy league this 

year.  

 Do: Get value for your picks. When analyzing player rankings, you 

need to take into consideration: where you think those players will go 

in your draft according not only to your scoring system, but also to 

your leaguemates' draft tendencies, which players are getting all the 

pre-season hype; which players are coming off big seasons and will 

be hot property, and which players you think will be undervalued. 

Understanding these factors will help you get value for your picks.  

 Don't: Get sucked into those players coming off big years. Guys like 

Mark Brunell, Jerome Bettis, Tony Martin and Wesley Walls are all 

fine players, BUT they'll be over- valued in the draft. Brunell is such 

a hot pick that he'll probably go right behind Favre (and in the first or 

second round) in most drafts, but a player like Jeff Blake or even 

Scott Mitchell will probably put up comparable numbers while 

coming a round or two (or more) later.  

 Do: Stock up on running backs early. This year more than ever, there 

are only a handful (around 10-12) of RB's who are sure shots. After 

these guys are gone, drafting the next tier of RB's will each present 

some sort of risk. Guys like Natrone Means, Marshall Faulk, and 

Chris Warren are all great backs, but they're all risky due to injury 

history and the strong backups on their teams.  

 Don't: Draft a QB in the first three rounds unless it's Brett Favre. 

Favre is clearly the #1 fantasy pick over-all this year, but, after him, 

the next 6-8 QB's are very close in terms of fantasy potential. If you 

miss out on Favre, those first few picks will be better served on those 

valuable RB's and the top WR's.  

 Do: Hold off as long as you can before drafting your backup QB. The 

QB position should be unusually strong this year and their are 

numerous players who will make solid backups. From borderline 

starters like Steve McNair and John Friesz, to solid veterans like Neil 

O'Donnell and Elvis Grbac, to up-and-comers like Tony Banks and 

Trent Dilfer, the QB position is easily the deepest in the fantasy draft 

this year.  

 Don't: Wait too long before drafting at least two wide receivers. As 

 



always, there are plenty of good WRs to choose from, but the 

difference between the top 20 and the next 20 is significant. After the 

top 20 (who basically represent the best #1 WRs on their teams) are 

drafted, the next 20 on the board will represent the lower rated #1 

WRs and the top #2 WRs, who will all be fairly equal in terms of 

fantasy value.  

 Do: Hold off as long as you can before you draft your tight end. With 

the exception of the big three (Coates, Sharpe, and Walls), the 

remaining 8-10 TE's should all put up very comparable numbers, 

which will undoubtedly be in the 4-6 TD range. After the big three 

go, it's very likely that you'll be able to pick up a solid TE like 

Drayton, Asher, Dilger, or Wycheck much later in the draft, and these 

guys should present much more value drafted late compared to the 

big three drafted extremely early.  

 Don't: Draft your kicker early. With the exception of John Kassay, 

there is absolutely no difference between the next 7-8 kickers. 

Players that will be under-valued include Jason Elam, Jason Hanson, 

and Doug Pelfrey and one of them will be available well after Kassay 

is drafted.  

 Do: Go young! I'm a firm believer that youth is the way to go in your 

fantasy draft. If I'm trying to chose between two players who appear 

to be equal in value, I'll choose the younger player almost every time. 

Not only are younger players obviously in better physical condition 

but these youngster also have more to prove and they're usually 

without those huge long-term contracts that tend to make certain 

players lazy (like Rodney Hampton last year).  

 Don't: Put the hopes of your team in the hands of an aging fantasy 

star. Without a doubt, guys like Steve Young and Thurman Thomas 

will go in the first five rounds of your fantasy draft this year, but, 

considering their high draft position, it's extremely likely that a better 

fantasy pick could have been made.  

 Do: Draft only proven (more than one year of being a stud) fantasy 

stars with your first two picks. After that, stay with the same theory 

with the next two picks unless you're sure there is an emerging 

superstar on the board. Your first four picks are the most important 

and that's when you'll draft the core of your team. Don't mess around 

here. In the FanEx draft (an online 12 team experts league), my first 

four picks were: Rickey Watters (who fell to 11 thanks to the holdout 

scare), Carl Pickens, Joey Galloway, and Jeff George. That's three 

proven fantasy standouts, and an emerging star in Galloway. No risks 

there.  

 Don't: During the first half of your draft, draft a player who may 

have a little more up- side potential than another but is more of a risk 

. This conservative theory is a wise one to put into practice. A good 

example of this would be Dorsey Levens and Rashaan Salaam. I 

currently have Levens and Salaam ranked 16th and 17th respectively 



at the RB position and if I were presented with the choice, I would 

select Levens in a heartbeat because there are too many question 

marks (injury, Raymont Harris) surrounding Salaam.  

 Do: Draft players from teams like the Lions, Bengals, Jets, and 

Dolphins, which all have softer schedules, thanks to their poor '96 

records but also have many solid fantasy players.  

 Don't: Draft more players from the NFC than you do from the AFC. 

The AFC is clearly the better conference to draft your fantasy players 

from this year. With the run- and-shoot dead in Atlanta, Mike Ditka 

in New Orleans, and mediocre fantasy QB's like Rick Mirer, Heath 

Shuler, Chris Chandler, Kent Graham, and Dave Brown, as well as 

questionable starters such as Brad Johnson, Tony Banks, and Gus 

Frerotte all in line to be starters, the NFC should not a very high 

scoring conference this year.  

 Do: Rank RB's who are playing right behind starters (especially if 

those starters are older ones) higher than RB's who are merely 

complementary players. Too many times I see guys like Daryl 

Johnston and Dave Meggett, who are perennially mediocre fantasy 

performers, ranked higher that players like Jamaal Anderson and 

Lamar Smith, who made big impacts last year off the bench. If you 

draft a player who fits this profile and the starter misses time, you'll 

have a great value pick on your hands, whereas if Emmitt Smith or 

Curtis Martin went down, Johnston's or Meggett's numbers would not 

necessarily go up.  

 Don't: Put the hopes of your team on players who are injury-prone. 

Although it may be tempting to draft the Natrone Means' and 

Michael Westbrook's, you'll probably have to draft them higher 

(based on their names) than they deserve to be drafted because of 

their history of injury.  

 Do: Look for the QB/WR connection late in your draft. When 

rounding out your receiving corps, it's always wise to try to get a WR 

on the same team as your starting QB. Odds are, you'll have to start 

the WR only once or twice, but having him on the same team as your 

QB increases your chances of getting the most out of him for that 

week or two.  

 Don't: Draft a QB/WR connection early in your draft. Now I might 

get a lot of arguments on this point, but I think it's way too risky to 

spend early picks on two guys who play for the same team. Sure, the 

upside is great but the downside could be catastrophic. And, in the 

early stages of your draft, you'll definitely be able to get another 

strong player.  

 Do: Draft players on teams with coaches who are known for 

resurrecting careers and tutoring young players. Your examples: Ted 

Marchibroada/Vinny Testaverde, Jim Fassell/Kent Graham, Bill 

Cowher/Jerome Bettis. Teams with "players coaches" are always 

better ones to draft your fantasy players from.  



 Don't: Invest a high or semi-high pick on a player who plays for a 

coach notorious for being overly tough and confrontational or one 

who simply does not produce quality fantasy players. Your examples 

here: Mike Ditka, Dan Reeves, and Marty Shottenheimer. You won't 

catch me drafting any Saints, Falcons, or Chiefs in the first 8- 9 

rounds of my draft.  

 Do: Believe the hype about a player if it's confirmed in the pre- 

season. Some of my sleepers entering the pre-season last year were: 

Antonio Freeman, Jamaal Anderson, and Wesley Walls. These 

players were attractive because they all appeared to be in a position 

to win starting jobs. Mid-way through training camp, each had 

asserted himself and all three were impressing their respective 

coaching staffs. The rest was history.  

 Don't:: Believe the hype about players unless it's confirmed in the 

pre-season. Some of my other sleepers entering the pre-season last 

year were: Aaron Hayden, Tamarick Vanover, and Torrance Small. 

Mid-way through training camp, none of these guys was doing 

anything. We reported this to our subscribers and dropped them way 

down on our draft board.  

 Do: Consider drafting a player who is playing right behind a starter 

who is not necessarily a proven commodity. In making your late-

round reaches, it's a good idea to go with a guy playing right behind 

an unproven starter. For example, Nap Kaufman is set to start in 

Oakland but he's never taken a full season's worth of pounding. If he 

falters, Joe Aska will be there to pick up the slack.  

 Don't: Automatically assume that a high draft pick will unseat a 

veteran starter and put up better fantasy numbers. Buffalo's Antowain 

Smith is a great talent but he's got plenty of time to make an impact 

in this league, so don't expect Thurman Thomas to hand over the 

reigns right away. Miami's Yatil Green was the Dolphin's first pick in 

the draft, but he'll probably have his troubles beating out veterans OJ 

McDuffie and Fred Barnett.  
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